Kazuma and subaru

He is a Japanese teen who died in a rather embarrassing way. After dying, he found himself in
front of a goddess, Aqua , who offered him a choice: Be reborn as a baby without memories, go
to "heaven" to live a boring afterlife, or be reincarnated in a fantasy world being besieged by a
Demon King. Due to his past life as a shut-in gamer, naturally, he is all too happy to take the last
option. To help in his quest, he is allowed to choose one " cheat " to bring with him. Angry at
the goddess, Kazuma proceeds to pick Aqua just to annoy her and are both sent to a fantasy
world to begin a new life. Kazuma is a young man of average height and weight with short
brown hair and green eyes. He often adorns a short green cape, white shirt, dark pants, and
leather boots. Before arriving to the fantasy world he wore a green tracksuit. Prior to arriving in
the fantasy world, Kazuma was a shut-in who skipped school and played video games all day.
Some of these traits are brought with him as he prefers lazing about at home instead of risking
his life adventuring. He is sarcastic, cynical, blunt, and often complains when things are rough
such as during his time in great debt. However, he is not scared of work and works hard during
this time to relieve his debts. His bravery also shows during these critical moments, even before
his death he bravely saved a girl from what he thought was about to be a car accident. While he
can be brave he is often lecherous to his party members, especially Darkness. While his party
members give him a lot of trouble he does genuinely care for them and often enjoys his time
with them. After meeting an untimely demise, Satou Kazuma is greeted by the goddess Aqua
who offers to send him to another world; a fantasy world besieged by a Demon King. He is
given a choice of one item to bring to this world, and due to Aqua making fun of his death, he
ends up choosing to bring Aqua to this world out of spite. The two are teleported to a town
called Axel , a beginner town that is perfect for novice adventurers. When they join the
adventurer's guild, it is revealed that Kazuma's stats are rather unremarkably average except for
extremely high luck. Since they had no money or equipment when they joined, they were unable
to go on any quests and had to resort to construction work and sleeping in stables to survive.
Eventually Kazuma and Aqua decided to go on a quest to kill a few giant frogs. This did not go
well and they almost get eaten, so they decided to recruit members for an adventurer party.
They first meet and recruit Megumin , an archwizard who is capable of casting explosion magic.
With Megumin they just managed to complete their quest, but with a lot of trouble because
Megumin turned out to be incapable of using anything besides explosion magic and she also
would not be able to move after casting it. Kazuma only reluctantly let her join the party after
she blackmailed him by making him seem like a sexual harasser. Later, a crusader called
Darkness , approached Kazuma as she wanted to join his party. Kazuma quickly realized that
she only wished to join his party because she's a massive masochist and was only interested in
joining because Kazuma was a rumored brute and sexual harasser. As a result, he tried his best
to refuse darkness. A friend of Darkness, a thief named Chris later approached Kazuma and
offered to teach him a thief skill called Steal , which is a skill that benefits from Kazuma's high
luck. Oddly when he tried the skill he only managed to steal the panties of Chris and Megumin,
even further establishing him being a rumored sexual harasser. In an emergency quest
involving the harvesting of flying living cabbages, Kazuma managed to gather a small fortune
thanks to his incredibly high luck stat. At some point, a general of the Demon King Army moves
in close by to Axel, intimidating low-level monsters, the number of low-level quests began to
dwindle. Without any quests to do, Kazuma began a daily routine with Megumin. They would
find a spot far away from Axel so Megumin could practice her explosion magic. Kazuma would
then carry her back to town as Megumin would not be able to move afterward. As it turns out,
the spot they had chosen was actually the home of the Dullahan Beldia , one of several Demon
King Generals , who personally came to Axel to warn them to stop the explosions. Afterward, he
completed some more quests and met another person from Japan, Mitsurugi Kyouya , who was
angry at Kazuma for taking Aqua with him. In a very short duel, Kazuma managed to defeat
Mitsurugi and take his cheat item, the cursed sword Gram and sold it for a fair amount of
money. Eventually, Beldia would return to Axel, angry at Megumin and Aqua for continuing to
terrorize his home with explosions. This confrontation would eventually escalate to the entire
adventurer's guild of Axel fighting Beldia and his undead army. This eventually led to the party
ending up in debt despite the huge bounty for defeating Beldia. The winter is harsh in this
fantasy world, and most adventurers are holed up until the spring. One of the quests they take
on is a non-threatening sounding quest to hunt snow fairies. In the afterlife, Kazuma meets Eris
, the goddess in charge of overseeing this fantasy world, much like how he met first met Aqua
during his first death. Kazuma was immediately charmed by Eris who was much more
compassionate toward him than Aqua was. Aqua is able to revive Kazuma though, paying no
mind to any potential heavenly rules that may be broken. As for other quests: Kazuma and Aqua
explore a dungeon where they meet a Lich named Keele and help him and his deceased wife
pass on to the afterlife; during a visit with Wiz the party is tasked with exorcising a mansion and

from their success the landlord allows them to stay in the mansion as their new home. Kazuma
meets Dust and Keith in town looking into an alleyway at what appears to be a small cafe. It
turns out this is a cafe run by succubi where many male adventurers gather for the services
they provide. Kazuma waits for the succubus to arrive at his home later that night but the
succubus ends up failing due to a barrier Aqua set up on the mansion. Though it was defeated
the threat was still not over as the fortress started a countdown to explode. However, the
location that this bomb is teleported to is inside the mansion of Alderp, a powerful noble and
landlord, destroying his estate. Due to the destruction of the mansion, it lands Kazuma with a
warrant for his arrest and thrown in jail. Alderp rigs the trial however and condemns Kazuma to
death. Darkness jumps in before this verdict is made revealing she is a noble from a powerful
family and asks to postpone the execution. Walter is a completely different person from his
father so Kazuma attempts to make the marriage meeting a success. Kazuma and his party
explore the dungeon once more where they discover another Demon King General, Vanir.
Kazuma ends up using his technological knowledge from Japan to develop some products to
be sold in this new world. Vanir offers him a large sum of money for all of his products and
patent rights which in turn gets Kazuma finally out of debt. Feeling set for life, Kazuma and
party, with Wiz tagging along, decide to head to the hot springs city Alcanretia. Kazuma, in an
effort to retreat from the cultists, finds himself trying out one of the many hot springs in the city
where he encounters a man who is later to be revealed as Hans, who is a Demon King General
himself. With the assistance of Wiz, Kazuma and the party defeat Hans and collect yet another
high bounty after returning to Axel. Aqua is the first person Kazuma met after his death and has
been with him since the start of the series. They have a platonic brother-sister like relationship
and fight a lot just like most siblings. It is clear that Aqua cares for Kazuma as he is the first she
goes to if there is any serious problem and they trust each other greatly even if they do not want
to admit it. Kazuma was the first person to accept Megumin into their party as other parties saw
her as useless due to her effectiveness being tied to a single Explosion spell a day. Their
relationship began as routine walks to cast Explosion each day, where Kazuma would carry her
back home after. Kazuma has since come to rely on her when a high-value target needs to be
taken out, such as a Demon King General. In later volumes, Kazuma and Megumin confess their
mutual love, but their actual relationship is one of more than friends, but less than lovers.
Despite their attempts to lose their virginity with each other, some strange force always seems
to interrupt them before crossing the line, to the point where Kazuma thinks he's cursed.
Kazuma initially refused Darkness's advances to join the party, several times in fact, but she
took it as some sort of reward due to her masochistic tendencies. After hearing about what
happened to Aqua and Megumin during their quests with the frogs she wanted to party up even
more. Kazuma eventually caved and the third and final member of the party joined. After many
adventures, Darkness finally confesses her love for Kazuma, but he instantly rejects her by
saying he is already in love with someone else. Darkness finally gives up on Kazuma, but not
without taking his first kiss by tricking him. Chris was the first person to teach Kazuma
specialized skills and one of these skills was the move Steal. During this training, Chris made a
little game for Kazuma to use Steal on her and keep whatever he gets. Kazuma ended up
stealing her panties and shamelessly made her give him her wallet to get them back. However,
she did not get to talk much about Kazuma due to Sena cutting her off. After having an
adventure together, Kazuma discovers Chris' true identity, which is no other than the goddess
Eris , but Kazuma keeps this a secret. Kazuma first met Eris when he was beheaded by the
Winter Shogun. From his short encounter with her, he began to see Eris as a truly caring
goddess and the main heroine of this story. Aqua seems to look down on Eris , claiming that
she pads her chest. After having an adventure with Chris, Kazuma discovers Chris is in fact Eris
disguised as a human. Vanir was an antagonist to Kazuma and his party when they first met as
he was a Demon King General at the time. After his defeat, he broke his contract with the
Demon King and became an attendant at Wiz's magic shop. Vanir makes treats with Kazuma for
Japan's items, but he always finds a way to trick Kazuma for money. Kazuma and his party met
Wiz at the local cemetery where she was sending off spirits to the afterlife. Upon the discovery
that Wiz is an undead Lich , Aqua immediately began trying to purify her but failed. The anime
does gloss over these details, however. She also accompanies Kazuma and the party to
Alcanretia as Vanir wanted to get her out of the shop for a little while. It turns out there was a
Demon King General name Hans operating there and she was key in the defeat of him. Learned
from Keith. Miscellaneous skills learned throughout the story. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign
In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Satou Kazuma. Physical Description. Hair Color. Eye
Color. Professional Informations. Axel , Belzerg. Personal Informations. Teammate s. Aqua ,
Darkness , Megumin. Light Novel. Volume 1. Chapter 1. Episode 1. Voice actor s. Japanese

Voice. Jun Fukushima. He is the main protagonist from KonoSuba. In his Isekai world, he is an
adventurer leading a party sent out on a quest to defeat the Demon King. Kazuma is teenage
boy with an overall average appearance. He has short and slightly spiky chestnut-brown hair
and green eyes. In the Isekai Quartet world, he wears his adventurer gear which consists of a
gold-trimmed green mantle, white shirt, pants and leather boots. A young adolescent who rather
laze around, relax, and do whatever he likes. Due to his companions antics, he is rather
stressed and is somewhat impatient. Valuing his laziness and enjoys the relaxing days of this
new world. Upon entering it he is more relaxed and shows some initiative in talking with others.
Though while he doesn't hate this new world or the new classmates, he finds it very strange
with those like Tanya and Ainz being students. Third, when Vanir exposed the teenager's
intention to sneak into the nurse's office to peek at the female students, Naofumi looked down
on the boy for such attempt. He's a bit of a trickster: First, he equivocated to Grantz, Neumann,
and Koenig that the giant toads were not strong. Second, he tricks Captain Weiss in what to do
on Valentine's Day. When going over loot from a previous quest, they discovered a mysterious
button. Megumin presses the button and they are transported to the world of Isekai Quartet.
When the groups are split up, he is placed with Tanya and Demiurge as part of the disciplinary
committee. Kazuma is an Adventurer, the weakest of all in his world. However while weak, he is
very cunning and knows how to plan. Being useful on the field, he provides more support
among his less than useful teammates. As a adventurer from his world, he obtain many skills
and abilities to assist his party or plans. The list of skills and abilities he showed in Isekai
Quartet so far are:. While it was originally restricted because of the new worlds rules, his luck is
still very high in certain cases, like when aiding Tanya in crippling the Mobile Fortress
Destroyer. His party members consisting of Aqua, Darkness, and Megumin. While friends with
them, he finds them very annoying and each of them useless in some form. He suffered through
thick and thin at times with the girls while they often make fun of him. His stress and impatience
comes from their attitude and antics. This doesn't change much in the Isekai Quartet world,
where he often feels embarrassed and humiliated by his party's idiotic behavior towards the
other classmates and would sometimes try to reel them in before they do anything more
embarrassing. He also is not above going against his party on the idea to returning to his
original fantasy world as finds the Isekai Quartet world less stressful. He also discovered she is
the human identity of Eris. Chris also brought Kazuma back from the dead back in Konosuba.
Kazuma was shocked to find Vanir somehow ended in this new world when the devil was
competing with the teachers including Roswaal and Mr. Rerugen against his team in the cavalry
game in field day. During physical examinations, Vanir exposed the boy's intention of having a
gaze "at a scantily-clad classmate". Both were able to immediately identify each other as
humans from another world although they point out their respective means of transporting to
their isekai world is different. They originally shared a mutual bond out of how they were both
originally Shut-in NEETS who came to their respective Isekai-world in a tracksuit. He declares
Subaru his rival, due to the fact that, while their circumstances are similar, Subaru has the
cushier life style. Kazuma is unaware of the hardships Subaru had to go through to get that
lifestyle, like dying several times. Although he kinda cut their friendship short, he's still willing
to cooperate with him during the Sports Festival and display concern for his well being. Kazuma
was shocked and angered at Ram for ratting him, Aqua, and three of Tanya's men to Roswaal
for their attempt to steal from the principal. In field day, Kazuma admitted to wanting to hurt
Julius the moment they met. The teams of Kazuma and Julius competed against each other in
the cavalry game ending in a stalemate before the teachers consisting of Roswaal, Vanir, Mr.
Rerugen, and one other whom Ainz recognized entered the competition. After the two teams of
students formed an alliance, Julius used light magic to shield Kazuma's team and Chris used
Bind on Mr. After the Mobile Fortress Destroyer entered the scene, Julius' team handled the
teachers while Kazuma's team took on the Destroyer. When Kazuma and his party were working
part-time in the convenience store, he handled the transaction as Julius proceeded to the check
out. Kazuma finds Tanya to be a evil girl from a war world. They both are fellow members of the
Disciplinary Committee. He is rather scared of her alongside Demiurge and faces her wrath
when attempting to do nothing in the Field Day games. Still, Tanya does respect his values and
admits to finding him useful on the field. He collaborated with these three members of Tanya's
battalion and later Aqua by trying to acquire some red wine from the Principal's office. Despite
this, he's not above using them for his own gain as he lets them and Aqua get attack by Giant
Toads to avoid getting eaten himself while taking the alcohol himself. The three members are
now more aware of his overall mischievous nature as they already deducted that Kazuma
tricked Weiss on how to get Valentine chocolate. A monster he found shock in being a student,
and like Subaru and Tanya is surprised he was also an Isekai person. Still, they seem to be on
good terms with Kazuma protecting him and his Guardians from Aqua purifying them and even

from newcomer Raphtalia. He sees him as the literal Devil, and is somewhat scared of him.
Unaware that the Demon took control of his body and is shocked when he and Tanya agreed
with more rules. While Albedo doesn't really care about Kazuma, Kazuma is willing to come to
her defense whenever she and Aqua interact and about to start a fight. He became interested in
her after hearing that she was a succubus and asked if she can induce erotic dreams like the
succubus from his Isekai world. He then finds her a weirdo when seeing her with the
Archbishop of 'Love'. He first meets Naofumi when the Shield Hero entered his classroom but
soon leaves without saying anything. He later meets Raphtalia when she met him and Ainz and
told her that Ainz wasn't a bad monster. The two agree to help her out locating Naofumi. He
considers the Shield Hero's situation to be 'Hard Mode' when hearing of his adventure but
overall, doesn't have much interaction with him. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have
an account? Start a Wiki. Beako needs more information about this to add to the library Our
community needs more information on this page! Can you help out? Click here to add more.
Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Kazuma Satou is
an adventurer who is chosen to join forces with his allies, in hope to protect the world from the
forces of evil. By the time beforehand, he gave his courage to defeat the coming invaders of the
past, such as Neuroi and the insurgents of the Dark Principle Order with the support of his
friend, Subaru Natsuki during his wartime tale. Kazuma, on a verge of warfare, seeks to protect
the Kingdom of Belzerg's citizens, alongside the people of Earth, and multiple planets hailing
across the galaxy, and prove to evade from the dark days unopposed. Kazuma Satou is a young
man with average height and weight. He has little and slightly spiky brown hair, and hazel eyes.
As an adventurer, Kazuma dons his white shirt, with grey sleeves on it. A dark brown belt is
emblazoned on his waist, as well as a grayish-black pants, brown leather boots, and even the
yellow-trimmed green mantle is in his neck. The Mantle had two diamond attachments: one
yellow on the left, and one green on the right. Kazuma Satou arrived from one of Kingdom of
Belzerg's locations, Axel, in hope for this challenge against his enemies. As an adventurer,
Kazuma learns his intermediate magical abilities to squander about, until he was granted by
Mitsurugi Kyouya, another adventurer who did reincarnated the same way after dying. With his
subordinate allies Dust and Keith congratulated him, an unidentified Knight receives his sword
capable of fighting against the looming evil, Chunchunmaru to Kazuma, as he was proposed to
protect the Kingdom of Belzerg from the upcoming forces of evil that involved around the
kingdom, including Demon King's army. Outside the forest, Kazuma, and his allies such as
Megumin, Aqua, Darkness, Chris, Dust, Keith, and Wiz are given his goal to follow his effort to
join with the Royal Starlight Republic members until his deal remained achieved. Kazuma,
Megumin, and other members embark to the early 20th century, something unexpectedly
happened: The Great War appears. Kazuma and his teammates unwittingly participated on the
battle of the isles far from Wales, while Aqua suddenly met survivors that has evolved in the
isles, Amy, and Ogilvy. Meanwhile, Kazuma unsheathing his sword, Chunchunmaru, in efforts to
duel against evil swordsmen, and even his enemy soldiers, and the Neuroi reconnaissance
drones evolve in the battlefield. By the time after joining the Republic, Kazuma Satou is
debriefed by supreme commander, regarding that he came from the Kingdom of Belzerg, a
location was seen on Celestalia. Meanwhile, Arch Wizard Megumin negotiate to Amy, Ogilvy the
Astronomer, and Eric Wells, rethinking and conversing about the Order of the Principle
Darkness, the Martians, Neuroi, and the Angels which seeks to unravel around the globe just
before Kazuma will tell his provisional missions to find them. The time will settled in secrecy of
keeping themselves alive for centuries, Kazuma and Ogilvy saw the workers invented a
carbon-freezing technology thanks to Wiz's magic, he decided not to remain sleep until after the
war. Aboard the RMS Titanic, and its fleet, Kazuma stood converse with Aqua, Amy, and
Megumin in regards to find any plans to uncover the truth about his preliminary tournament.
The Tournament will soon faced a challenge between good and evil, in order to become
adventurers, wizards, soldiers, and commanders lived around the entire globe. Before the battle
of Greece commences, Kazuma and his allies will set afoot to defeat the remaining enemies
which struck terror into the battlegrounds. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. Appearance Kazuma Satou is a young man with average height and
weight. Biography The Adventurer Awakens Kazuma Satou arrived from one of Kingdom of
Belzerg's locations, Axel, in hope for this challenge against his enemies. Categories :. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Ainz, Tanya, Subaru and Kazuma once
again isekai into another world but this time they do not remember what has happen and how
did they got isekai into this world. Subaru wakes up and looks around the area what he saw was
just tree's. Tanya: Wait you don't even remember anything about how we got here. Tanya:
Cause I do not remember what has happened. They all turn around seeing Kazuma and Ainz
walking. Subaru: I think your right I mean it is true that we have Sekai 3 times. Ozpin: Who are

these peoples they don't seem like normal Glynda sent help to bring them back. Ainz: Well this
is new I mean this forest doesn't seem to be a danger. Suddenly when he finished his speech
something hopped out of the woods it was a Grimm. Tanya: IDIOT why the hell do you have to
run when you could battle use your magic we are not in the old world anymore. Subaru: Maybe
I'll try to see how many Mabeast are there in this forest. As a Shadowy hand reaches Subaru's
heart and starts to crush it. Around him was countless of Ma Beast, Tanya Glared at him with an
angry look. Tanya: Do you seriously have to attract that much Ma Beast. Ozpin: What the why
are these weird peoples are being chased by thousands of Grimm's, Hmmmmmm Glynda would
you mind sending help. Ainz: Welp I didn't expect that this would happen. Ainz turns around as
the Nevermore tries to impale him with its beak. As the air crafts open the door 4 girls arrive.
Ruby: Chill man you don't have to go that angry. Tanya: Whatever we will talk about this later
why are you here. Ruby: Right our teacher has sent us to help you guys when he sees that there
are countless of Grimm's are chasing you. Subaru: Grimm's are those the Ma Beast that are
chasing us back at the forest. Tanya: Hmmmmmmm Well we do need answers to this place so
ok let's go. As the 4 characters steps on the aircraft along with 4 others, they all went back to
Beacon. The Watty Awards. Try Premium. Log in Sign Up. New Reading List. Send to Friend.
Where stories live. Discover now. This is a split board - You can return to the Split List for other
boards. Log In Sign Up. Keep me logged in on this device Forgot your username or password?
Don't have an account? Sign up for free! Topic Archived. Sign Up for free or Log In if you
already have an account to be able to post messages, change how messages are displayed, and
view media in posts. User Info: KazumaBullet. User Info: Trevorkkho. Sell by date is NOT the
expiration date. It is a warranty date if the product is in its undamaged original packaging. User
Info: WingedKuriboh. What was she running for again. User Info: sou. Subaru probably ended
up being another Mitsurugi in KonoSuba. User Info: red So clarify the conditions. I expect
Subaru would have taken something like the really powerful sword and played the adventure
straight. If the next one is called, because of his MO, the underwear bomber, you'll know I'm on
to something. Calvin Trillin June 16, More topics from this board Keep me logged in on this
device. Forgot your username or password? Shine even brighter! User Info: Trevorkkho
Trevorkkho 1 year ago 2 personality or power aqua would come with him or just having insane
luck and skip to him having decent steal skill unlocked? User Info: red red 1 year ago 6 So
clarify the conditions. That Seven Deadly Sins sequel series is already in serialisation? It
follows former shut-in Kazuma Sato after he unexpectantly and slightly hilariously dies, but he
gets the chance to be reincarnated and go on a fantasy adventure. Unfortunately for poor
Kazuma, his torment continues as he's paired up with a useless goddess , bizarre and slightly
inept party members, and bad luck that seems to follow him wherever he goes. Unlike a lot of
isekai heroes, Kazuma does not have it easy, and while sometimes his questionable actions are
to blame, sometimes it just seems like the universe has it out for the guy. While there are quite a
few isekai heroes that have it worse than him, there's just as many Kazuma would likely want to
switch places within a heartbeat. For most, being trapped in a videogame might not be the most
ideal situation to find yourself in. Isekai heroes usually travel to another world on their own,
they don't typically bring someone from their homeworld with them. It's one thing to be
constantly embarrassed by an overly doting parent, it's so much worse when they also steal
your role as the hero of the adventure and makes you look completely useless by comparison.
Being killed by a crazed lunatic is a pretty bad way to go, but what if this lead to being
reincarnated into a being that was basically invincible? Rimuru Tempest lucked out when he
was reincarnated, being pretty much put at the top of the foodchain early on , even as a slime.
Gaining more power and influence, he wound up becoming revered as a great hero to many.
Since Kazuma was not so fortunate in his reincarnation, he'd likely want another go at it on the
slight chance it winds up being better than his current situation. At first, the idea of being
transported to another world full of magic and monsters, as well as girls who take an interest in
you, sounds like a win. However, it stops sounding good when the role of "abused servant" is
thrown into the mix. The torment wouldn't be nearly worth it for Kazuma to want to trade places
with him. Summoned to another world and trapped in the body of a videogame avatar sounds
rough at first, but if this avatar is actually a powerful and high-leveled Demon King who finds
himself between an elf girl and a catgirl, things start to sound a bit better. One would think that
would all be enticing to someone like Kazuma, but the catch here may be off-putting to him. As
an undead, Ainz is unable to feel any strong emotions they get suppressed if he ever does , and
as such, Ainz's ability to enjoy his own accomplishments and his humanity becomes
questionable. The "Hero of Aincrad" who's seemingly great at everything and adored by many,
Kirito is basically the anti-Kazuma. Luck is on Kirito's side no matter the situation, to the point
where things are practically handed to him. Kazuma on the other hand constantly fails to be the
fantasy hero he wants to be and is surrounded by allies who make things even worse for him.

Granted, Kazuma would probably enjoy being surrounded by admirers a little too much, but for
him, that's not exactly shocking. Already being forced to save another world from impending
doom is pretty rough, especially if you're as unlucky as Kazuma. But after adding other hurdles
like a weapon that's not good for offense and being hated for existing, it becomes so much
worse. With that in mind, Kazuma would probably not want to trade places with the Shield Hero,
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i. Someone as weak-willed and selfish as Kazuma would probably rather stick to where he is
now. To sweeten the deal for him, Touya finds himself engaged to a lot of girls he meets along
the way who're all completely smitten with him. Given all the power in the world and the literal
blessings of God himself, Touya has the kind of life that Kazuma would want to be without a
doubt. They are both shut-ins who one day find themselves in a fantasy world, and both of them
end up being incredibly unlucky. If nothing else, Kazuma is lucky that he isn't Subaru. Ethan
Supovitz is a long time fan of comics, anime, and video games, which inspired him to write
about them. He considers himself a "well rounded nerd" who has an interest in many different
kinds of media. By Ethan Supovitz Published Nov 04, Share Share Tweet Email 0. Related
Topics Lists konosuba. Ethan Supovitz Articles Published Ethan Supovitz is a long time fan of
comics, anime, and video games, which inspired him to write about them.

